Checklist for Choosing a
Moodle eCommerce Platform
Question
Is it licensed (software you buy and host on your own
server) or SaaS hosted (maintained by a third party)?
Can you easily access the courses yourself to edit and
update them?
Are the catalog and shopping cart easy to navigate? Are
they graphically pleasing?
Are there adequate search features to help learners
find courses?
Is there automatic enrolment or do you have to do it
manually?
Is there SSO (single sign-on) into Moodle or do learners
need to do a series of logins to access their courses?
What level of support is there?
Can it be used to sell physical products? If so, does it
calculate shipping and tax?
Does it support multiple payment gateways so you can
choose which ones you use?
Does it generate SEO-friendly product URLs that
contain keywords relevant to the course?
Does it have a ‘back end’ (admin area) where you can
create and manage categories, set variable pricing, set
discounts (voucher, member, multi-seat), view orders
and sales reports? Does it let you customise your order
and enrolment emails? Create Buy Now button code
for pasting into social media?
Is it scalable so it can grow with your business, or
capped at a certain number of users?
What level of PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard) compliance does it have?
If it gives you a website, does it offer you the security
of an SSL certificate?
Can it use Google Analytics to track site and page
visits?
Does it integrate with other systems e.g. ones
containing promotional content, member databases,
user registration data etc.?
Does it have inventory and wait lists?

Answer

Does it have customisable registration forms for
capturing the data you need?
Does it charge you per course sale or number of users,
or a flat monthly or yearly fee?
Can someone purchase a block of courses and allocate
them to people in their company?
Can someone buy a course just for themselves?
Can it calculate sales tax for your country?
Is it possible to create course bundles to be sold as a
single product?
Does it have affiliate tracking?
Can it have multiple categories and subcategories?
Does the platform take a percentage of your course
fees?
Can you create vouchers for promotional offers?
What notification emails does the platform generate?
Can it give membership discounts?
Can you accept payment by invoice and delay
enrolment until payment has been processed?

